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iMirror
Introduce a new dimension to
your TV experience with the
new iMirror. Whether placed in
residential environment or
commercial foyers, this
elegant and versatile complete
TV system is sure to create an
impact. Our new iMirror is a
complete system with
harmonic balance of beauty
and technology. The Future
Technologies® LCD with LED
Backlight and
also
the
possibility to make it
touchscreen, which combined
with iMirror glass® completely
disappears when turned off.
Whether recessed into the
wall, or hanged as a picture,
the crisp and cool design of
the iMirror offers not only a
modern and elegant
alternative to large-size flat
screen TVs, but also a
sophisticated decorative
addition to any environment.
The Future iMirror is available
in any dimensions and totally
customazible to meet your
needs. For further information
and specifications please visit
our website or contact us.
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iMirror
QUALITY
“Future Technologies” has
developed products defined
and catalogued by independent
experts as “the state of the art”,
positioning their clients and
projects on the highest existing
technological level. With
iMirror® we deliver the highest
standard of picture quality
when turned on, while when
turned off, the screen area
completely disappears behind
the iMirror, leaving your new
experience and environment
with nothing but an elegant
mirror fixture.
Challenge us to make your
dreams come true.

Future Technologies
iMirror

USE IT AS A STANDARD MIRROR
Despite its sofistication, the iMiror can be used
as a standart mirror. Ask us about all the
extras: light, camera, microphone,
speakers...etc

USE IT AS A TV & CONTROL PANEL
Add the touch or multitouch capability and
transform your iMirror in a great interface to
your home automation system, CCTV,
Videocom...etc.
Of course, you can expect great image quality
up to 1080p and even 3D!

USE IT AS A DIGITAL CANVAS
What remains the single most useful feature of
the “getting photos on canvas” concept is
perhaps its ability to replace almost any kind of
wall decoration and still retain a warmer and
more beautiful standing relative to the
decoration type replaced. Get your favorite
photos and videos displayed througout the
iMirror.
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